GEELONG NEEDS FASTER
TRAINS !
February 2017

The Regional Rail Link has not
provided faster trains for
Geelong, just more crowded ones!

Traffic congestion in
Melbourne’s west will
become even worse than it
is now unless extra rail
capacity is provided. The

Geelong commuters want
express trains now and a clear
plan for Fast Trains in the future

Melbourne expensive and

The Victorian and Commonwealth Government spent $4.2 billion building the

Extra rail capacity is vital.

Western Distributor will
concentrate traffic and
make car journeys into
ever more frustrating.

Regional Rail Link so that trains from Geelong and other regional cities could run to
Southern Cross without being delayed by suburban trains.
No sooner was it finished than the RRL effectively became a suburban line itself,
serving the mushrooming suburbs in Wyndham, with new stations at Tarneit and
Wyndham Vale. More new stations are planned. Instead of speeding Geelong
trains, it slowed them, and the fastest journey is now no better than in 1958 - almost
60 years ago. Hardly progress.
Geelong line train users depend on the railway for access to jobs, health and
educational services and much else. They need their railway fixed — and both
short term and longer term solutions are needed.

Q: What can be done in the short term?
A: The new timetables for 2017 provide good frequency for Geelong travellers,
with a train on average every 12 minutes in the peak period. But the journey times
are very slow. At least two express services are needed between Melbourne and
Geelong in each peak period, as was the case in the past. Schedules need
to be adjusted to allow these two express services to initially take no more
than 50 minutes to run between Geelong and Southern Cross, stopping only at
North Geelong and Footscray.
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Q: Do we need extra tracks?
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A: Yes, planning needs to be underway now for extra express tracks that will soon
be needed on the Regional Rail Link. Express tracks would allow faster Geelong
VLocity trains to pass stopping trains for suburban passengers from Wyndham Vale,
Tarneit and the additional new stations, cutting journey times to no more than 45
minutes, much more convenient and comfortable for Geelong commuters and
boosting productivity through travel time savings. Track duplication is also
urgently needed between South Geelong and Waurn Ponds. Road users will
also be big winners - two extra rail tracks on Regional Rail Link would be a true
congestion buster with the same capacity as 10 lanes of freeway in each
direction, and potential for taking 40,000 cars off the road.
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The Geelong Flier took 55 minutes for
the Melbourne-Geelong trip in 1958.
The fastest train now takes 54
minutes. Geelong deserves better.

Regional Rail Link has made
Geelong train trips slower!
Geelong should have benefited from faster express and stopping
trains made possible by the extra tracks provided by the Regional
Rail Link. But the potential time savings are lost, partly because
most trains now stop at Tarneit and/or Wyndham Vale – and suburban
passengers to these locations mean passengers to Geelong and
beyond often miss out on a seat.
Of 9 trains from Geelong to Melbourne between 06.58 and 08.47
on weekdays, all but one stop at Tarneit, Wyndham Vale or both.
There is only one train that runs express through these stations, (the
07.23 from Geelong) and none do the journey to Melbourne in less
than 59 minutes.

Suburban trains for suburban passengers.
Geelong travellers face a slower and more
congested commute because the Regional Rail
Link has become a suburban line serving new
suburbs at the expense of InterCity travellers.
Geelong trains should bypass suburban traffic,
not be part of it.

Trains from Melbourne to Geelong in the evening peak are a little
faster; 3 of the 10 trains between 16.00 and 18.00 are express
through Tarneit and Wyndham Vale, with the fastest being the 17.41,
which takes 54 minutes.
However in 1985, the 18.05 Spencer St-Geelong express was
scheduled to do the journey in 56 minutes, arriving Geelong at 19.01,
while the 08.35 express took just 52 minutes — faster than today.
The Warrnambool trains took 53 and 54 minutes - now they take
between 61 and 67 minutes.

Short Term Solutions—to 2025.

Rail investment is barely keeping up with demand growth in the Geelong
corridor. Regional Rail Link (RRL) has delivered a new rail line segregated from suburban trains. It has provided an
improved service frequency to Geelong but, being 8 km longer, has not improved journey times.
For Geelong, any gains from Regional Rail Link will be short-lived as metropolitan travel demand rapidly grows along the new
route through Tarneit and new stations are added. The Tarneit RRL line soon needs to become an electrified Metro route with
an intensive Metro service using high capacity suburban trains. Werribee suburban services should also be extended to
Wyndham Vale via a new link and interchange at Black Forest Road. Geelong trains would run on separate express tracks
along the RRL. Only then would Geelong commuters again be able to travel in comfort in the popular VLocity trains (with
additional carriages added as needed) running unimpeded at their designed 160km/h speed.
South of Geelong, the main limiting factor is the single track from South Geelong to the terminus and stabling facilities at Waurn
Ponds. This needs to be duplicated in the near future, bringing immediate benefits in terms of service frequency and reliability.

Medium Term Solutions—to 2035

By the early 2030s, RRL

capacity will be fully utilised from Southern Cross to Sunshine as demand grows
from the western suburbs and for Ballarat and Bendigo line services. By then a new
rail line will be required from Deer Park to access the Melbourne CBD. This would
be built to HSR (High Speed Rail) standards and run via Sunshine for easy
interchange with a line to Melbourne Airport. The new line would allow greater
frequency and initially operate at up to 200 km/h to achieve 30-35 minute journeys.
It will transform Geelong as a regional centre and have a ripple effect through its
hinterland. It would also allow extension of regular commuter services beyond
Waurn Ponds to Winchelsea and Colac. Planning for this needs to commence now!
The present poorly patronised Corio station would be replaced with a new major
Parkway station near the junction of the Princes Freeway and Geelong Ring Road,
with potential to provide up to 4,000 “park and ride” spaces and a convenient bus
interchange. This will finally fix Geelong area stations' chronic car parking deficit.
The population of Geelong is likely to exceed 500,000 by mid-century. Well before
then there will be a need to develop a rail-based Geelong Metro service. This could
include a new line from South Geelong to Drysdale (using the protected former
Queenscliff line reservation) which would serve (with connecting buses) the entire
Bellarine Peninsula. Another new line from Marshall to Torquay would serve the
popular Surf Coast region and the rapidly growing suburbs of Armstrong Creek and
Mount Duneed.

The State Government is to be
congratulated for implementing
the Regional Rail Link,
building the Melbourne Metro
tunnels and moving rapidly to
eliminate 50 of Melbourne’s
worst level crossings.
But Geelong needs a much faster
rail service to provide access to
jobs and services, gain real
economic productivity benefits
and to provide a strong offset to
road congestion in the west.

We need a Parkway station at Corio with capacity for 4000 cars
For many commuters from Geelong and beyond, their journey has two steps, getting
to the station and time on the train. It’s no use improving the train journey time
unless getting to the station and finding a park is easy and quick also. Geelong
stations are chronically short of parking space for commuters.
The solution is Corio Parkway.
At Corio the present poorly patronised station would be replaced with a new major
Parkway station near the junction of the Princes Freeway and Geelong Ring Road,
with the potential to provide up to 4,000 easily accessible “park and ride” spaces,
room for hundreds of bicycles and a convenient bus interchange.
Geelong people need to be able to park safely near the station. And we have the
opportunity to make this a reality if we act now.

V/Line’s VLocity trains are great for Geelong commuters

- but not like this!

Are new trains needed for the Geelong line?
• Rail Futures does not believe new rolling stock is
.
necessary to provide faster and more comfortable
services between Melbourne and Geelong

• Additional VLocity carriages are still being built and more
will be needed to provide longer trains with more seats
• But if the suburban and regional networks are not
separated, the VLocity trains will be redeployed and
Geelong will be given high capacity trains with cramped
seats and lots of room for standing passengers

This brochure has been

prepared by the Rail Futures
Institute in the public interest.
Rail Futures is an
independent non-partisan
group formed to advocate
cost-effective rail and
intermodal solutions for public
transport and freight problems based on sound
commercial, economic and
social reasoning.

• Devoid of suburban passengers, V/Line’s VLocity trains
can continue to do a great job for Geelong region
commuters

Rail Futures members include
very experienced rail
professionals, engineers and
economists.

• What is needed are the increases in track capacity and
other improvements outlined in this leaflet
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Contact Rail Futures at:

• But New Generation Regional Trains are badly needed PO Box 1257, Carlton 3053
to replace 35 to 60-year old rolling stock on long distance
View our website at:
services, particularly for the Colac/Warrnambool corridor www.railfutures.org.au
which has had the same rolling stock for 35 years.

